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From the PREZ
Well here it is almost Oshkosh time again.
That means it is time
to take care of transportation and lodging.
There is usually a
re-distribution about this time,
due to changes in plans.
Those
that now find they can go,
but aren't set up, need to find those
that are set up but can't go.
I have already helped transfer a
room reservation from someone who can't use it to someone who
needs it, and I am sure there must be more.

We usually have swapping of rooms and rides at the July meeting,
but that is only a few days before the time ,
so for the
benefit
of
those who can't make the meeting,
or don't want to wait that
late,
I will try to provide a contact.
Therefore,
if you have
reservations you can't use,
or need them,
or if you have extra
seats going or need a ride,
give me a call and I ' l l try to get
you together.
Monroe McDonald
980-0063
days
352-1564
eves

From the V.P.

*

It's hard to believe that Oshkosh Time is here again.
Imust be getting
Old.
I've heard that the quick passage of time is a sure sign.
At the last meeting I told you about chapter member Dave George's illness.
He has made some progress in some areas ••• and lost ground in others.
If you
happen to be near Methodist Hospital drop by to see him. He is in I.c.u. on
the sixth floor.
Ignore the sign that sey-s "No Visitors" and find his wife
Betty.
He is ve:cy depressed ••• and they both could stand some cheering up.
Our program for the July meeting will be an Oshkosh wann-up.
Lar:cy Howell
will show his video tape of OSH •82 to get our juices flowing.
We should
also have time for a long coffee - break to tell hangar tales and work out
last minute details of the trip North.
See you at Seyline, a.c.

Lee Abbott has a new overcoat on his
Mixmaster. A Red, White and Blue piece
of cake. Baked in Oklahoma •••
D. Swenson is the proud owner of the
RED yankee that overflew the Kitty Hawk
fly - in. (Not Norm Seaton)
Dennis also arranged the Yankee fly - in
at Texoma last Saturday. ( July 9th.
(These Yankees sure stick together •••

*

We ask that copy or pictures for the next month's issue be sent in the first
week aft er the monthly meeting.. • To Mutt Wey or one of the reporters• Thanks•

July 1983
This, the July 1983 issue of HANGAR ECHOES, is the first to be
edited by Mutt. As this is being written, I'm watching ,the sun
rise over the Little Mineral area of Lake Texoma - my favorite
place in the world.
I think that it's important for you to know why I accepted the
challenge to follow DICK CAVIN as editor and the part this cabin
(we call it "The Bank" - this is where we put all our money) played
in that decision.
A couple of months ago, ERNIE LUDWICK approached me at the hangar.
He asked "who are we going to get to replace DICK as editor?". My
thoughts were "we? ' Who are you talking to? That's not my problem".
I said, "why don't you do it, ERNIE?". He said, "I don't have the
time.". We visited a little longer, ERNIE went on his way, I went
to "The Bank".
"The Bank" is a Jim Walter shell house. The exterior was finished
in the spring of '82. I could complete the interior in a "few
week-ends". Since there is no deadline on completion, it may take
a few years.
The week-end after talking to ERNIE was a troubled week-end. That
was the week-end we plumbed in the cold water, using tools purchased for aircraft construction, skills and confidence acquired
over the past 20 years exposure to EAA people. As I worked that
week-end, I had severe guilt attacks. For 20 years I've taken much
more than I've given ·. With PEGGY's agreement to help, the decision
was made.
Don't expect the same quality that DICK has put into the newsletter
for so many years. I don't have that kind of experience, but already a lot of helpers have come forward. In addition to PEGGY,
NORMAN and SHARON SEATON have agreed to co-edit. We have two volunteer reporters, JOHNNIE ESKUE (home 247-7525, work 661-6936) and
DON DRUCKENBRODT (495-2566). ED LAWRENCE has offered to prepare
some "how to" articles (see "Minimum Intercom Revisited" in this
issue). CHRIS KOSAN has prepared an article sharing the experiences
of European flying, also for this issue. So far, the support has
been super! We have unlimited talent and expertise within Chapter
168. Your help is an absolute requirement if HANGAR ECHOES is to
continue.
Each month we will have a feature article which will highlight an
aircraft type, special project or event, such as CHRIS' article
this month, a "how to" article which will be a problem solving
·technical article, an article on "flight safety" and a "flight
instructor's page". I say we will have these each month; we will
have them if they are contributed by you, the members. If you have
a solution to a specific building or restoration problem, write it
down and give it to one of our reporters, co-editors or chapter officers. If you prefer to just tell us about it, we'll write it up
for you and print it with you,by-line.
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The questionaire that you completed for DICK will be the source of
assignments for your reporters. When they call, help them to make
an informative report of your project. I challenge each of you,
especially those going to "OSH GOSH" to write an article on the project or subject that turns you on and keeps you involved in the chapter and the EAA. I guarantee that 100% of the people who read this
newsletter are interested so if you write about flying, fly-ins or
flying people, it will be read with interest.
With your help and support we can continue to give you the informative, interesting and educational newsletter you have come to expect. Remember I said "with your help and support".

TO KILL A SWIFT

Mutt Way
Swift drivers are probably the most loyal to their aircraft of any
of those who have been afflicted by the desire to fly. Some say
they are more fanatic that T-18 drivers. The Swift 1983 Annual
Fly-In at Athens, Tennessee 'had 101 Swifts in attendance. Athens,
Tennessee is a long way for some of us so a Texas Swift Fly-In at
Zuehl Airport near San Antonio created a lot of excitement.
Zuehl Airport is a private affair, owned by Bob and Dorothy
Buffington. It has a permanent aerobatic box directly over the
field. It is a perfect place fqr Swifts to congregate. Fifteen
Swifts were on the field ·for the June 25-26 fly-in.
The Swift is said to be the most modified production airplane ever
built. There may not be a truly stock Swift in captivity. The
most "stock" appearing Swift at this fly-in, upon closer examination, had a 200 hp Lycoming installed. It i ·s owned, flown and
loved by an FAA inspector, OWen Russell. He has had it for a lot
of years and had the engine installed several years ago. He said
he uses 150 knots as cruise speed when filing his flight pl-ans.
The Swifts in attendance reflected the love and pride of ownership
that seems prevalent in this species. Most of them were flown in
the aerobatic box at one time or another during the fly-in to
demonstrate the aerobatic capabilities of this aircraft. The one
that prompted this article, however, never made it back to its home
base - it's still at Zuehl. It's lying in the northeast corner of
the field with some other junk. It will probably be recycled some
day and converted to Coors cans.
The owner made a mistake, certainly not his first, fortunately not
his last. There were no fatalities, a credit to the structural
integrity of the airplane and the expertise of a fine aerobatic
pilot.
The owner had owned the plane for about teri years. He performed in
airshows with it. when it had a 125 Continental, later converting it
to a 180 Lycoming. The pre-flight prior to departure for Houston
didn't reveal an exhaust problem.
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When we returned to the field, prior to departure for Dallas, we
were told that there had been an in-flight fire in the engine compartment and that the Swift had made an off-field landing.
The fire must have been detected shortly after take-off. He tried
to make it back to the airport. He made it to within a few hundred
feet.
The airplane went through two fences, a wood pile in the back yard
of a home across the road from the airport, then cut its way through
two more fences before stopping. The airplane was destroyed but
everyone got·out. The pilot and right seat seat passenger ~ere ~ut
but not seriously hurt. The pilot had cuts, probably sustained in
getting out of the airplane through the barbed wire that was
stretched over the canopy. He was credited with going back to the
aircraft and getting his passengers out.
Two lessons for us:
1.

If the exhaust problem had been detected and corrected
before take-off, the accident would not have occured.

2.

If shoulder restraints had not been used, in all probability, it would have been fatal for the passengers as
well as the aircraft.

There are, on the average, as our actuaries say, only 18 fire related aircraft _accidents per year. Chances are you will never be
required to meet the challenge. However, there is a chance that
you will and because of this chance, you should be prepared for
this probability. Know the equipment you fly. Mentally go through
an in-flight fire from time to time. This mental exercise will make
the emergency more routine should you ever have a real crisis.
First and foremost is to get the thing on the ground. Don't expect
to save the airplane; consider it lost. Use it only as an instrument of survival for you and your passengers. Pick out the most
available piece of terrain and land.
More important than coping with an in-flight fire is preventing one.
In-flight fires will be exhaust or electrical related. Don't be
reluctant to pull the cowling and visually inspect the engine compartment for oil, gas and/or hydraulic fluid leaks. Check the exhaust system. Be familiar with your fuel systems, check the lines
and fittings for evidence of leaks.
Th~ airworthines-s of youi:.- airplane is your responsib;i.lity, but what's
more important is that an open exhaust under the cowling is like a
1500 degree blow torch. Add a little avgas and in 15 minutes or less
it will consume the machine that you have lovingly,built or restored and it could very well consume you.
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SEATON'S SAFETY SUMMARY

This month's safety summary will not cover the safety
aspect of flying. It will present to you my intrepretation
of two lectures I heard by Dr. Rodgers, the Dean of the
Business School at the University of Dallas in Irving.
One of the lectures I heard covered the subject "what
business are we in?" several years ago an article was
written covering this subject. The article stated that most
businesses do not know what business they are really in;
for instance, railroads thought they were in the railroad
business and they thought all their competition was other
railroad companies. They joined forces and soon found that
the entire industry was falling to pieces. What happened?
The railroads were
actually
in
the
"transportation
business", not the railroad business. The real competition
turned out to be the airlines, buses, trucks, and the
personal automobiles. This same article causes the oil
companies change their business to the "energy business".
I am writing this article to encourage chapter 168 to
take a look at itself and determine why it is in business.
The bi-laws of our chapter state that we are in the
business to "share aircraft building information• and to
"promote sport aviation to the general public". The main
objective is to promote aviation safety. Are we, as a
chapter, meeting these goals and objectives?
I feel that we are doing an excellent job of promoting
the homebuilt aspect of flying, and we have been giving the
ultralights
good coverage. The areas that
we, as a
chapter,have not been covering very much are commercial
aviation, agricultural, military, balloons, sailplanes, and
helicopters. Should these areas be covered as chapter
activity? If you have any
ideas along this line of
thinking, just talk to any of the officers of our great
chapter. Be careful as you may find yourself with a job,
but then that is the reason we are in business.
In another lecture
Dr. Rodgers stated that
he
believes the helicopter will no longer be manufactured in
ten years. He says it is too expensive to buy, to maintain,
and to operate. He predicted that a totally new concept
will replace it. Could that new concept be an expansion of
the ultralights? They require very
little
space for
take-offs and landings; they are relatively inexpensive;
and their uses are virtually unlimited (banner displays,
crop-dusting, fire patrols, etc).
(As I mentioned in the
March meeting, do not attempt to do any of these things
while operating under the current FAA regulationslll)
•what business are we in?"

EaFh of the
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local airports

should ask the same question. The Shiloh Airport management
proudly told the city that they are in the business to "be
another Addison•; the local people informed them otherwise.
The fact that ultralights are not welcomed at most airports
points out that most airport managers do not know what
business they are really in. I believe that most airport
managers think they are in the business to serve the flight
schools and the airplane owners. If they expect public
funds and participation, they had better be in the business
to serve the public.
I am not in the position to render the solution to the
above questions, so I will drop the subject right here.
This
article
is typical of
the
education process.
•Education itself does not give any solutions, it only aids
in asking more questions.• •what business are we in?•

I wrote up a simple aircraft intercom for our EAA #168 Newsletter
calling it "MINIMUM INTERCOM". Since then I have reworked the intercom
to make it even Pasier.
So call this
"MINIMUM INTERCOM REVISITED"
Edward A. Lawrence WA5SWD
This is a simplification of my MINIMUM INTERCOM that I wrote up 5 years ago.
It uses aircraft headsets with carbon microphones and 600 ?HM 7arphones.
The basic idea is still to put the audio f~om ~he carbon m1~e 1nto_the 600 OHM
headset to make the intercom work. This ~1rcu1t has NO ~ct1ve de~1ces,
but will prove satisfactory for perso~s ~•th nor~al hear~ng;, !twill NOT
overcome a severe hearing loss.
But it 1s very 1nexpens1ve ...
The circuit below will do this with very few parts, and very low cost:
The resistors and capacitors should cost les than $5.00. The plugs and Ja~ks
to match the headsets will cost a bit more, so shop around for the best price.

P,LOTS HEAOPHOHE

COP,LOTS HEAOPHOHE

i
i

D

AUDIO IN
~FROM RADIO

Rl 330 OHMS
l/2 WATT

Cl

+ 10UF/16VDC

ON/OFF SWITCH
OHMS·
WATT

T2c2
. rt-7000UF/16VDC
INTERCOM
----- - ---- SWITCH
TRANSMITER

PILOTS MIKE
'- PTT TO
TRANSMITn;R

PILOTS MICROPHONE
& PTT
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July 1983

Calendar of Evente

Central Missouri ~ ' Chapter Fly-In
July 15, 16 & 17 Slater, Missouri:
Beautiful gras5
runways, plenty of grass tie-down ~rea.
Camping,
lodging, and food available.
Contact Steve SwinRey,
9610 E. 65, Raytown, MO.
64133.
(816) 358-0852.

Oshkosh 31st EAA Annual Fly-In
July 30 - August 6, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

National AAA Me8bership Fly-In
August 14-21 - flakesburg, Iowa - Antique Airfield,
ilakesburg, Iowa. (ilakesburg is for Antique/Classics
what Oshkosh is for homebuilders).

Twenty-sixta Annual Tulsa Fly-Ia
September 23, 24, 25 - Tahlequah, Oklabo • a A~A, IAC,
Ultrolite, Antique/Classic.
Contact Charles W. Harris,
119 E. 4th, Tulsa, OK.
94103.
(918) 585-1591.

Internatioftal Cessna 120/140 Associatioa 8th Annual Fly-In
October 6-9 Effingbum, Ill. Contact Al Aourigan, 839 N.6th St.,
Vandalia, Ill.

*

Ed i tors Re g u e s t
If you know of a local (within 200 miles) Fly-In or
aviation event, get in touch with one of the reporters
or a chapter officer, so that it can be reported on this
page.
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PETE OHLSON'S TOUR OF HOMEBUILDERS' PROJECTS

---- PETE

Sunday afternoon found me rushing out of my house at 12:58
to meet with the local EAA group to tour
four of the local
projects. I arrived at the meeting place at
1:10 and they
had not
left yet. Then I discovered that Pete had scheduled
the
tour at 1:15, but he told me 1:00 becau5e he knew that
I was always late! (Very good Pete). I
joined the group of
24 other EAAers and we started the tour
We arrived at Geoff Taylor's house right on schedule and
found that he had
the BDSJ outdoors, on stands,
and all
ready for display. Geoff is d6ing an excellent job building
this fine aircraft. He took time to explain the stretch Job
he did on the fuselage,
the proposed new tail
design, and
other modifications he will be completing on the BDSJ. He
answered the seemingly unending line of questions, and let
us see the plans, pictures, and promotional pictures of the
project.
Geoff finished the session
by cycling
the gear
several
times. Of course he had to crawl into the airplane
to make it look realistic. He also had to explain how he
installed that Jet engine through
that small hole. If you
didn't show up, you don't need to know the answer. Geoff is
quick to
point out that
he has
assembled so much of the
airplane
because his wife Macy and his two daughters
Kimberly and Stephanie have been super cooperative.
His
oldest daughter Kimberly
tried to demonstrate the go cart
that Geoff had built for her. It is powered by the starter
from the Jet engine hooked up to a battery. Unfortunately,
the battery was dead-better luck next time, Kimberly. Geoff
ha5 been working on that fine BD5J for four years now,
and
he does not have a long ways to go either.
Stop number 2 was C.
R. Nickle. There we found an Aero
Sport II sitting on the grass under a
large shade tree.
Folks,
that airplane is looking good! It is complet~ly up
on the gear,
tail
feathers and wings
look completely
assembled to me.
As
tar as
I c:an tell, the aircraft is
ready for
cover. The workmanship is excellent! The reason I
was so amazed at the completeness of the aircraft
is that
he only started the aircraft
in October of 1982. He started
the wood work last December. The ribs average 3 hours each
to make, and the airplane has 44 ribs.
C. R. credits his
wife for
her support
in the
completion of this project.
Sandif.?,
hi5
wife,
lets him do all
tht-:? woorl :.;wrk in the
housE•!!!!! I
also found
it interesting
that C.R. had
to
build a workshop before he cound start on the airplane. His
workshop
is an air conditioned building that measures 10'
by 24',
and
is Lt.tell stocked with tools. I picked up one
real
good hint
that other airplane owners might want to
try: C. R.
uses electrical
heat shrink
to keep the cable
ends
from unravelling and to prevent
his fingers from
bening scratched while working around them.
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Stop number 3 found us at Larry Bradshaw's garage and the
home of a Sunray, whoops I mean Sonerai, 1 & 1/2 placer. I
must admit that none of us saw the project until we had
downed most of the lemonade and iced tea that Larry and his
girlfriend Julie Collett had prepared for us. Man, that hit
the spot!~
Larry has the aircraft on the gear, and several
parts of the wings built. Larry, like most builders,
has
also made some modifications to the plans: he raised the
turtle deck two inches,
enlarged the rear cockpit,
and
shortened the front
cockpit.
This modification
is the
reason he calls it a 1 & 1/2 placer.
Larry
is also
investing an enormous amount of time in the project.
He has
to travel quite a bit in his business, so most of his work
has to be on weekends. He has only been working on this
project for a total of 9 1/2 months!!!
The last stop on the trip was to see Chuck Cawthorn's KR2.
Chuck also has his aircraft on
the gear. He rolled the
airplane out of the garage, placed it on jacks for us,
and
then
he
cycled the gear to demonstrate the simplicity of
the KR2 structure. Chuck also let us see his wing spars,
and some other parts. Chuck and his wife Debbie have two
children, Amamda
(4) and Holly (22 months). Chuck has been
working on
the KR2 for 18 months and his highly detailed
maintenance log
book shows 350 building hours so far.
Chuck, I still think you should let us see all the leftover
parts you hid in that pickup you parked in the rear of the
house.
Gentlemen, thank you for
letting us
lookers invade your
Sunday afternoon and ask you a long string of questions.
All four of you are excellent craftsmen,
and I believe that
every one of
them are potential award winners.
As we
long-time EAA members say, "These airplanes are definitely
OSHKOSH quality!"
In summary, every one of the builders said these things
about building airplanes.
1. You build two- one to throw away, and one to fly.
2. You need to have a supporting wife (or girl friend).
3. You will get discouraged and want to quit.
4. It cost a lot of money.
5. It takes alot of hours.
6. It is wonderful and worth it all.
Pete and Novlyn you also deserve a great big "thanks" for
arranging this entire tour.
I hate to tell you this, but
now you "gotta" do it again. In other words, YOU DID GOOD!
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SEARCHIUG FOR PARTS IN EUROPE
Restoring our airplane to the original prototype was a
nobl~ idea.

Little did I know this would lead half way around

the world and include the opportunity to encounter the family
of Bucker builders and owners and the community of pilots in
sport aviation.
We have recently returned from another trip to Europe.

Much of

of this trip was spent locating people with information and
parts for our Bucker Jungmann and flying with friends.

I

would like to share some of the encounters with you.
Saturday:

We went to see the Greiner's today.

They live in

Augsburg, Germany not very far from the Messerschmitt manufacturing plant.

Just north of here is the airfield where the ME109

set the world speed record in 1939,

To get to Augsburg we took

the road through Landsburg where Hitler was i~prisoned. I
wondered what he would think of two Americans restoring a plane
used in the Sports Flying Club and later as a Luftwaffe trainer.
Frau Greiner's father worked with Carl Bucker developing and
building the Bucker Jungmann and Jungmeister.
own the license and build this aircraft.
workshop and saw two planes being rebuilt.

The Greiner's now

We went into the
The original jigs

were in a shop on the other side of the office.

The workshop

was cold but we were warmly greeted by Frau Greiner.

I was

amused by seeing another women with hands like mine showing a
few broken nails and a spot of glue here and there that escaped
removal.

While inquiring about engine parts , we learned that many

pilots are changing out their engines and installing Lycoming
engines.

This is due to government regulations.

These regula-

tions make it virtually impossible to disassemble and rebuild ones
own engine.

It must be done by a licensed shop with a string

of approval stamps,registrations, and money to accompany it.

There

must also be special mufflers added to the exhaust system to preY~~t noise.

The people here have a paranoia with noise.

The idea

of an experimental class of aircraft or doing ones own 100 hour
inspection is non existent.

If a pilot knows a qualified mechanic

this mechanic cannot do an inspection and sign off an aircraft as
an individual.

He must be an employee of a licensed company

doing this work or own the company doing the work.

So many re-

strictions make sport flying expensi~e and complicated,
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We arrived at the airfield 30 kilometers south

Monday:

of Paris. Dale lived and worked here for three years.
There's

a wide variety of aircraft here that belongs to a

private collection.

There is also a business in operation

which builds airplanes for movies and the French government.
Taxes are about 85% of the income made so the Collection
provides the tax advantage needed for the business and to
own the airplanes.

Within the Collection is a Bucker

Jungmeister, Bucker Jungmann, Pilitus, Taylor Cub, Avionet,
Albatros, T-6, 1911 Bleriot, Fiesler Storch, Dehaviland
The Dragon Rapide was flown
Dragon Rapide, and others.
from Paris to New York two years ago in the Transatlantic
Air Race.

There aren't any women at the airfield now.

usually only come out on Sunday.
for a flight.

Even then they don't go

They will walk in the good weather or picnic.

Good weather is ' a precious commodity here.
shop, there were wings being covered.
fabric work.

They

In the work-

Catherine does all the

With her calloused hands she stretches and pins

the fabric pulling it tight inch by inch around the wing.
She repeats the procedure until it is taught.
the seams by hand.

Then she stitches

The wings are then doped with red dope,

sanded, and finally painted. The dope is a buterate and a
Randolph paint finish is usually used.

Dacron is sometimes

used for covering but their painting system isn't always
compatible with it.
either.

Painting techniques are not perfect

The person painting doesn't wear a mask or any'.

protective covering. The humidity is often very high.
helped do some touchup painting
on Sunday.

I

on a plane for the airshow

We rolled the plane outside.

I masked off areas

with paper and masking tape and then it was spry painted.
We finished 30 minutes before the rain

started.

This

week will be spent in preparation for the airshow. Tommorrow
the T-6 which was converted to a single place will ne~d

some polishing, window cleaning, and new striping on the
rudder.
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Sunday: Today was the airshow.

The past two days of rain

made the grass field muddy but the airplanes rolling over it
have packed down the earth and made it less mushy.
was shinning a little too.

The sun

There was a demonstration by the

Patroille de France in their Alpha Jets and a great dog fight
with three T-6's and two P•ilitus.

Inspite of the poor

weather, many people were at the show(complete with rubber
boots,their umbrellas, dogs, and their kids which don"t mix
with pitot tubes and fabric airplanes).
sive sport.

Flying is an expen-

It's a luxury to the average person.

I don't

think many consider taking lessons because of the expense and
red tape involved.

Their orily chanceto identit'y"with the romance

or pleasure q:f f.lying is going to an ai rshow.
Tuesday:

Our search for parts continued with a trip to

Germany to buy tail.wheels.

We were to meet a retired Lufthansa

pilot at the Karlsrhue airfield.
and a Folkewolfe Stieglitz

44.

He owns a Bucker Jungmeister
He has 22,000 hours but had to

. do a cross country for the German officials to get a new "stamp"
for his airplane allowing him to fly.
less expensive at this field.
to land a plane there.

Also the landing fee was

Each field usually had a fee

We went to a little restaurant on the

fi~ld for some refreshment and watched the planes take off and
land. We commented on how pretty the rolling hills with the
vineyards were with the early eveningsun on them.

Then our

friend commented that the Cessna thathad just flown by had
better not enjoy the scenery and gainaltitude because if he were
to fly too low someone would take his numbers and turn him in
to the German officials for excess noise and endangering lives.
He would then be fined and or lose his license.

We talked

about the Loran C radio and its uses for us in sport aviation.
To use Loran C there would require a special registration,
inspection, and of course ~appropriate fee. As we sat and
talked, we noticed that the pilots did not mix and mingle much.
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While trying to get parts and information about Buckers
we were aware that ideas and sources are coveted and not
exchanged as we are used to doing at home.
Wednesday:
participate

We arrived back in France.

We were asked to

in an aircraft ralley from our field south of

Paris to Canne, France on the Riviera.

We will be flying

a J-2 Cub. With us will be an Albatros, Stearman,Tiger
Moth, and T-6.
Friday:

We arrived in Castelet late today.

to Castelet, we had a spot landing contest.

On the way

Dale and I were

in third place for best calculation of mi l age and fuel
It was my first time to

consumption at each checkpoint.

navigate with aeronautical maps so I was -pleased with our
progress.

However, my Michelin map with our course plotted

on it was the greatest asset.

I was pleased with the third

place standing because we had to convert the J-2 calibrations
of mph and gallons to kph and liters and come up with. an
estimated arrival time and distance for each checkpoint on
each leg of the trip.

When we got close to Castelet we had to

fly across some mountains and then up a valley.

It was

picturesque to see the planes coming up the valley and landing
with the background of mountains.

After we landed, we saw a

B-25 being taxied to an area to park.
the next day.

It was to do an airshow

Castelet was also the sight of the World Aero-

batic Championships in about 1974. That evening we all had
dinner together again.

It was served family style like the

dinners every evening of our journey.
several large tables.

We all sat together at

It was a priviledge to sit and share this

experience as the French often keep to themselves.

I had

trled to pull my weight in their world of flying and they
responded with their friendship.

I wish more travelers would

learn this situation of give and take. Patrick, the pilot of
the Stearman, gave me his white scarf which was pant of a 1947
silk parachute as a token of friendship.
r

Saturday:

We flew to Canne today.via Aix en Provence.

we had no radios, we flew IFR-I follow roads.
time we

had been~io~t.
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This was the only

To find the field at Aix en Provence we had to decend to the
autoroute and follow the road signs.

It was similar

to

buzzing I-635 and I-35 to determine how to get to Denton.
We were too late for lunch and blew our record for time/
distance/fuel but we made it.

Wejoined up with another

Cub and two Tiger Moths for our last leg to Canne.

We flew

in formation with all of us going over the airfield, circling
out over the Mediterranean and Riveria coast and then landing.
After four days, we had finally arrived.

We were never to

leave the ground again except to go home.

Though we had flown

from Paris with no radios, we were not allowed to fly in the
airshow without this equipment.
Sunday:
anyway.

There was a terrible wind today so we can't fly

The wind was up to 50mph.

They call this a mistral.

It is created by air being sucked down the Rhone Valley
between the Massive Central arid tpe

~+P.~·

Today we also hadto

dress in a costume depicting the period of our airplane.

We

put on coveralls, May West's, silk scarves, and our straw
cowboy hats.

Sitting under the wing of the Cub, we had a map,

bread, water bottle, and gasoline can with a sign hanging from
a strut that read "What is the heading for Texas?".

We didn't

win an award for this but we did win one for the people coming
the longest distance to the Canne Airshow - a trip for two
to Casablanca.
Wednesday:
two days.

We tried to take off for Paris for the past

The wind has been 40-60mph and without radios the

tower is uncooperative.
our airplanes.

Today at 5:30 a.m. we crawled into

We planned to leave early before the wind came up.

Just before 7a.m. when'the tower opened we took off and circled
the tower rocking our wings.

About two hours ; later and 60

miles further we landed at a glider field.
the wind.
for coffee.

We hadn't escaped

We hangered our planes and went into the small cafe
We then headed to the train station to purchase

a ticket for the night train to Paris.

We left our aircraft

to , be picked up in more favorable conditions.

In this small

village near the field were statues built for couragous WWI
soldiers and resistance.

Here were the great pilots of the

Albatros and J-2 headed home on the train. However, all things
come to an end and we must be in Germany in two days for our
flight home.
14 .

Friday:

We are back where we started in Germany.

We rest here 1 day and then return home.

The return to

freedom in pursuing our hobby will be a wellcome one.
The restrictions are few and the willingness to share
is abundant.

Contributed by CHRIS KOSAN
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SUMMER

SEATON'S SAFETY SUMMARY

This
month's safety
summary
will
cover
summer
vacation
flying. Yee,
this includes those of ~ou that are flying tn
·::::.rrkos.h, <what:ever that
is .... ). I am qoing to break thi:::
down
into
two
areas:
Aircraft
familiarization
&
get.-t here--· it is

Most: vacations start: after two week5 of continual rush t:o
those small
pre-vacation
fini::h all
tasks:
plan the
vacation,
arrange someone to take care of
the house,
stop
t:he r-ir-21.1.1spaper,
and on !:ind on. The
prf:,:• ···-vac:ation
te1s.ke. at
work take an enormous amount of time. too. The night before
the vacation
is
normally spent
packing,
and you
will
more-than-likel~ arrive at the airport two hours late!
Lets look at the conditions of the actual departure,
1, Pilot and Fdssengers are tired.
2. All are in a hurry to make up for the lost two hours.
3. Tempers are short.
4 .. The sircraft is o v ergros=.ed (wife ' s fault).
5. Baggage ~ause~
the aircraft
to
have ~n aft
CG
1tail
hr~a v •J). In FAl~
terms. that me:::•ns that:
the airc::r:aft will
be less stable. In English that
means the plane will be
s,ciuirrel l •,.J ..
During the past
wear the Pilot has probably only f 1 own
._,, "
the aircraft below gross, and only for short hops around
the airport or to local fly-ins.

SOLUTION:
A couple of

weeks prior to the
vacation. get current with
your aircraft
in a full gross environment. Load
it full of
friends..
place a t:ool
bo;-: in the bagga\ <:Je
compartment, and
go fly for two to three hours . This will enable you to be
f~miliar with your aircraft's flying characteristics while
you are not under any extra pressures. You need not hi~e an
instructor for these hours either; ~ou are smart enough to
fly that
airplane. The $50
to $75 you spend will be
the
cheapest. most practical insurance you will ever purchase.

CiET HOME ITIS 1
therE~ before d21r~::"

"We

are

let's
look at the problems
one or two days late.

L

headed home,
that

and we gotta

will occur if

get

you arrive

Yo~ will get
FIRED!
If
your Job is that
unstable, ycu
are abo~t to lose your Job anyway.
2. You cannot:
afford
the
lost
wages. or you
ma•.,_.J 1 o!::.e i::l.
c:ontr ,~c: t. (If thE? monE:~;J
is- that: criticc:il,
YClU have
no
business cutting
time that
short
anyway,
:o come back
earlie:~r).
\.,.) ~
PRIDE
You have never been weathered down . (pride goes
before a fall). Let me cover
this one by
asking you
who you will admire the most
if you
are observing
the

-
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three following pilots.

- One that recogn i :;:e!::. the bi:\d weather and parks
his aircraft Lmt i 1 the Wt-!a t he•r improves."
Pi lc:lt r'· -- •.)ne
t. hc:d: drops down to two hundred fee-it and
fo 1] OLIJS
the
hi qhwa~J home,
flys;
or
illegal
i ns.trwnen t:s.•
Pilot C - One that simply does not make it home.
Pi lot

A

quoting Doug Troup (FAA)
"It seems that all pilots that are killed in bad weather
are
buried under
clear skies".
Private
Pilot has an
interesting article this month that a s ks "What effect will
your death ha v e on your friends and family?"
I am

going to end this section by

Why am I riding you so hard t.his month on staying alive? If
the whole bunch of ~ou wipe yourselves out thie summer, who
will
come to our monthly meetings and listen to my
ridic:ulou:
5:-:\fet:~:i t.alhs? E,ehc:ive, c:\.nd we wil 1 sef:.'! yc,u at
next month ' s meeting'
Norm2n & Sharon Seaton

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR ''STUFF".

CHARLIE MILLER has a great deal on a Dragonfly project.
Plans, with changes and newsletters.
Reinforcing kit. (Fiberglas & Carbon Fibr-e)
Clark Foam, Filler kit, Wood kit, Screws, Nuts, Washers •••
Polystyrene F'oani ( For wings only) •
Safe-T-Po:x;y. ( 1 kit)
All templates cut and ready to use.
Epo:x;y balance.
Hot wire saw, Gloves, Mixing cups & Misc.
Fuselage, Bulkheads and Gas Tanlc ready to assemble.
Charlie has$ 2000. and 350 hours invested in this project.
No Spare Time to complete ••• $ 1750.00 takes it alll
Wanted

To Sell

2 each, Bendix Mags.

Model SF4 RN - 8
contact Don Brookshier 242 - 5601
F'uel Quantity Gauges, dial type for high wings or
could be adapted ••• brand new. Both for$ 20.00
Ask Ernie Ludwick, 241 - 1185

2
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More "Stuff" •••••••

Plans.

Bob Yeakey has a full set of T - 18 Wide-body, Folding wing
Also newsletters up to about a year ago. $ 150.00 takes all.
Call Bob at 348 - 2947, Res. or 351 - 6093, Bus.
A simply great Aircraft l

Note:
There is
marketing 80/87
with your FBO.
aey late scoop,

an evil rumor that Mobil Oil will stop
AVGAS. You m~ want to check this out
Exxon may do the same.
If you have
please let the editorial staff know.

Page 14 & 15 of the July1, 1983 issue of Aviation Comsumer
has the :French Robin Sport R - 2160 "Stick control system"
which looks like the best of two worlds. The stick comes
out of the panel ju.st like the Spam-Can steering wheel , but
"Is a stick ••• and does not touch the cockpit floor.•: •••••••
Late F'lashl

AIR-PARK airport has been sold.

Keep those cards and letters coming in ••• Thanks.

=
.,
----

A~=====

D

~ ==== ==========
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FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
DELIVIO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need,
Just Cal I:
Delmo (Pitts Special) Johnson
1720 Regal Row, 638/4700 or 638/1900

Flying a PITTS
MAKES YOU SPECIAL !

ALCOR-the
GasoLEAN machine!

We're proud to announce our
appointment as a dealer for
Pitts Aerobatics, offering a
full line of parts, kits, and
CERTIFICATED FACTORY-BUilT
AIRPLANES, including the
260 hp S-2B, the ultimate
fabulous NEW two place
aircraft for instruction AND
unlimited competition.

We are STOCKING distributors
for the entire line of quality
products - TCP, Vernier Controls,
EGT's, CHT's and engine
analyzers, featuring the
fantastic new MCCA series,
the instruments that allow
you to visually monitor all
cylinders simultaneously.
Dealer inquiries invited.

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 40002
Garland, Texas 75040
(214) 271-7320

Hangar (South B1,1ilding) :
Rockwall Airport (West Side)
Rockwall, Texas 75087
(214) 722-8375

t'Btuce Sic:lll11-9et

Ju1t11e

AN , MS, NAS & COMMERc'IAL FASTENERS

A & B FASTENERS,· INC.
ALVIN BOYANTON
PRESIDENT

P. 0 . BOX 20853
2 929 L ADYBIRD LN.

~
SEATON & SEATON

Sic:lG11.9et

AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE

Chief Anonymous

Chief Barnstormer

214/350-7051
DALLAS, TX 75220

NORMAN N

SEATON . CFI

214-270-3791

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

~

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

BILLY R. WOFFORD

INCREASED H.P.
FUEL EFFICIENT
REDUCES FRICTION

AMS/OIL DIRECT DEALER
Ft. Worth, TX 76180
(817) 281-6458

BETTER COOLING
LOWER OXIDATION STABILITY
CALL FOR DETAILS

COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT MATER:,tALS
_ ..
. STITS DISTRIBUTOR
LONG-EZE, DRAGONFLY
BEST PROCESS
SAF-T-POXY, FIBERGLASS,
I
BEST PRICES
FOAM AND ACCESSORIES.
·.
·
BEST SERVICE
"

ALPHA PLASTICS, INC.

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS
8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth , Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

SPRUCE

AIRPLANE KITS

~

WELDED ,
ASSEMBLIES

Route 1 , Box 231
West, Texas 76691
(817) 826-3639

HARDWARE

Alpha Aviation Supply Co.
VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
SAME OR NEXT DAY SHIPMENT . . ..

OWNERS:
IRA & ELIZABETH HALE

P. 0 . BO X 64 1

e

GREENVILLE, TEXAS 74501

214-455-3593

~[h)o~~o~~ [p~W •[n)@ ~®[n)©[ru .
Rt.1,Box183B
Rockwall, Texas 75087
Metro 226-7610
______
(214) 563-3765

__.-

Konro• KcDonald
4130 Shorecreat
Dalla• TX 75209
214-352-1564

VICE PRESIDENT
PROGRAftS
CLASSIFIED ADVT.
Gerry Catha
527 Shelly Ct.
Duncanville 75137
214-298-4464

SECRETARY
COKft'L ADVERTISING
Don Williaaa
2747 ftoon River La
Dallaa TX 75234
214-241-7956
TREASURER
Willia• Powers
2608 Houaley St.
Dallas TX 75228
214-321-5096

you need i~, call us_r · ~

~

~-~-

~

""ECHOES"" EDITOR
Clarence Way
7119 Oalewood Ln
Dalla• TX 75214
214-827-2357
PUBLISHER
Ernie Ludwick
3130 Pin Oak
Dallas TX 75234X
214-241-1185

LIBRARIAN
Don Brookshier
1802 Glengarry Dr.
Carrollton 75006
214-242-5601
FLY-IN COORDINATOR
Peggy & Bob Cutler
214-361-5651

... ...

·0MNYA1R

'\
_,.,,., ..... ' -

SUMMER CAMP- Boys and Girls, age 7 -17
LODGE AND FACILITIES- Parties, Retreats
AIRPORT- Fuel, Instruction, Hangers
Luxury Guest House

PRESIDENT
ftEKBERSHIP RECORDS

- "When

PARTS

•

(214) 350-5531

ACCESSORIES

•

HARDWARE

Toll-free in Texas 1 (800) 442-3058

2818 CENTURY (Off Denton Drive)
DALLAS. TEXAS 75220

1983 CH1Pl'ER CONTACTS

DIRECTORS

DESIGNEES

Owen Bruce

R. K. <Dick> Cavin
10529 Soaerton Or.
Dallaa TX 75229
214-351-4604

602 Opal Lane

SAFETY OFFICER
Nora & Sharon Seaton
11240 Druaaond Or.
Dallaa TX 75228
214-270-3791
CHAPTER RECORDS
Pete Ohlson <Dir)
ADVISOR Cl982 Pres>
John Haraat
3018 fterrell Rd.
Dallas TX 75229
214-350-3990

TOOL CUSTODU.K
Robert Geren
3021 Stonehenge
Carrollton 75006
214-242-5911

Richardson 75080
214-231-3946
John Crook
551 Hanover
Allen TX 75002
214-727-2653

Clarence McDonald
1100 Lakeehore

Charlie Grant
3568 Cloverdale
Dallas TX 75234
214 - 247-2491

Charley Penry
4238 S Creathaven
Dallaa TX 75209
214-352-9955

Pete Ohlson
8928 Hackney La
Dallas TX 75238
214-348-1823

Jia Ruahing
Route 1 Box 107
Allen TX 75002
214-234-0264 daya
214-727-5630 hoae

fteaquite TX 75149
214-288-6777

John Russell
3522 Kinaore
Dallas TX 75223
214-826 - 4464
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